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DATE CASH 
(USD/t) 

CASH 
(EUR/t) 

CASH 
(GBP/t) 

WEEKLY 
AVERAGE 
(USD/t) 

WEEKLY 
CHANGE 

% 

YEARLY 
CHANGE 

% 

LME 
STOCKS 
(Tonnes) 

DEL 
NOTIZ 

(€/100Kg) 

DEL 
NOTIZ 
HIGH 

02.10.2017 6455,00 5498,76 4858,13 6431,00 0,37% 17,34% 309550 557,08 559,00 

03.10.2017 6447,00 5486,81 4865,66 6431,00 0,25% 17,20% 302050 555,92 558,00 

04.10.2017 6453,00 5477,46 4862,48 6431,00 0,34% 17,31% 298525 555,04 557,00 

05.10.2017 6511,00 5547,89 4944,94 6431,00 1,24% 18,36% 296075 561,97 564,00 

06.10.2017 6639,00 5670,97 5076,46 6431,00 3,23% 20,69% 293450 574,36 577,00 

09.10.2017 6607,00 5623,94 5015,18 6501,00 1,63% 20,11% 291000 569,71 572,00 

10.10.2017 6641,00 5629,87 5031,82 6501,00 2,15% 20,72% 289875 570,30 572,00 

11.10.2017 6685,00 5651,37 5068,23 6501,00 2,83% 21,52% 286925 572,40 575,00 

12.10.2017 6813,00 5747,43 5185,33 6501,00 4,80% 23,85% 285900 581,99 584,00 

13.10.2017 6858,00 5808,42 5165,71 6501,00 5,49% 24,67% 283800 588,05 590,00 

16.10.2017 7063,00 5982,55 5311,72 6720,80 5,09% 28,39% 285025 605,49 608,00 

17.10.2017 7046,00 5989,97 5343,14 6720,80 4,84% 28,09% 291325 606,23 608,00 

18.10.2017 6971,50 5935,21 5293,87 6720,80 3,73% 26,73% 292225 600,74 603,00 

19.10.2017 6920,00 5847,06 5250,78 6720,80 2,96% 25,80% 291250 591,89 594,00 

20.10.2017 7008,50 5931,36 5315,91 6720,80 4,28% 27,40% 287625 600,31 602,00 

23.10.2017 6959,00 5928,10 5285,99 7001,80 -0,61% 26,50% 283450 600,08 602,00 

24.10.2017 7073,50 6015,90 5373,77 7001,80 1,02% 28,59% 281550 608,95 611,00 

25.10.2017 6970,50 5917,23 5258,37 7001,80 -0,45% 26,71% 279400 599,07 601,00 

26.10.2017 6965,00 5918,59 5272,12 7001,80 -0,53% 26,61% 275575 599,29 601,00 

27.10.2017 6831,50 5885,17 5216,08 7001,80 -2,43% 24,19% 272625 595,95 598,00 

30.10.2017 6823,00 5874,30 5170,11 6959,90 -1,97% 24,03% 273625 595,95 598,00 

31.10.2017 6802,00 5845,65 5139,01 6959,90 -2,27% 23,65% 274625 594,65 597,00 

MONTHLY 

AVERAGES 
6797,39 5782,46 5150,22     585,70 587,77 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

MARKET COMMENTARY   
 
Industrial metals gained amid sustained optimism about the strength of Chinese consumption, 
bolstered by speculation supply shortages were looming. Better-than-expected data from China 
have fuelled bets that the world’s biggest commodities user  has kept supporting demand. The 
nation’s robust tradefigures and credit growth data underscore its resilience. 
 
The price gained deliver a bullish background for commodities before China’s political elite 
gather in Beijing for the twice-a-decade Communist Party congress mid of October. Investors 
looked for signs world’s number two economy into next year and beyond. 
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Copper surged past $7,000 a ton in London for the first time since 2014, rallying with other 
commodities on speculation Chinese growth with sustain demand.  Three-month copper on the 
London Metal Exchange jumped to $7,177 a metric ton, the highest intraday price since July 
2014.  
 
 
Metals traders and mining executives were descending on London for a week of meetings and 
parties for LME Week, one of the biggest events of the year for the metals world. With zinc at a 
decade high and copper enjoying the best year since 2010. Cash is coming back to the metals 
market. Copper, aluminum, lead and zinc have soared more than 20 percent in 2017 on improving 
demand and supply constraints driven by Chinese curbs and years of underinvestment. 
 
 
While everything in metals still revolves around China, the debate over electric cars is reaching a 
fever pitch. If the optimistic predictions are true, demand for lightweight aluminum chassis and 
battery metals such as cobalt will transform the metals supply chain and add a powerful boost to 
demand. Bank of America Merrill Lynch expects battery-powered vehicles to account for 90 
percent of total vehicle sales by the middle of the century. 
 
 
Nickel’s role in rechargeable batteries is getting a lot of attention and prices are up about 30 
percent since mid-June. Annual demand for the metal may increase by 230,000 tons by 2025, 
equal to 12 percent of the current market, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Prices will 
probably remain high in the next couple of months on a supportive macro-economic backdrop and 
Chinese nickel pig iron cuts over the winter, before heading lower on a six- to 12-month horizon, 
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. 
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 MONTHLY REVIEW & INDUSTRY NEWS         
           

 Chile state copper commission Cochilco forecasted on Wednesday an average global copper 
price of $2.95 per pound in 2018, a sharp upward revision from its mid-year estimate of $2.68, 
due to greater demand in China, a key market. 

 
For 2017, it predicted an average copper price of $2.77 per pound, markedly higher than its 
previous estimate of $2.64. 

 
 Copper prices could extend their gains this year to test the $7,200-per-tonne level if 

"unexpected disruptions" surface along the supply chain amid an already tight concentrates 
market, brokerage Sucden Financial said. 

 
 Goldman Sachs has raised its 12-month copper price forecast to US$7,050 per tonne from its 

previous US$5,500, with China expected to drive half the world's consumption growth over the 
next five years. It also said electric vehicle development was becoming an increasingly 
important market for the metal. 

 
"We expect China copper demand to increase 3.1 per cent in 2017 and 1.8 per cent per year on 
average from 2017 to 2022," said Goldman analysts. 

 
 Aurubis, Europe's biggest copper smelter, will offer its customers 2018 copper cathode 

premiums of $86 per tonne, unchanged from 2017. 
 

 Codelco, the world’s largest copper producer, raised the premium it charges to deliver metal to 
European customers for the first time in four years amid signs manufacturing is strengthening 
in the region. The Chilean state-owned company offered to sell copper at $88 a metric ton 
above prices on the London Metal Exchange next year 

 
 The copper market should see a deficit of 151,000 tonnes this year and a deficit of 104,000 

tonnes in 2018, the International Copper Study Group (ICSG) said. 
 

 Chile produced 485,929 mt of copper in September, up 4.4% from the same month last year, 
government data showed. 

 
 Top copper producer Chile will likely churn out 5.9 million tonnes of the red metal in 2018, up 

7 percent from this year's estimated output that was curbed by a strike at the world's biggest 
copper mine, a mining association said. 

 
 Peru's production of copper, zinc, and molybdenum rose in September, while lead and tin 

output declined, the government said. Copper output rose 5% year on year to 209,234 mt, the 
energy and mines ministry said. 

 
 

 Zambia's copper production is expected to exceed the 770,000 tonnes the southern African 
nation produced last year, Finance Minister Felix Mutati said. 

 
 

 China's refined copper output in September rose by 6.8 percent from a year ago to its highest 
level since December 2014, the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS). 
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 China’s September refined copper imports down to 15.4 percent  at 290.400 tonnes.  

 
 
 
 

 Production to increase from 268,600Mt in 2H fiscal 2016, Pan Pacific says in statement. 
 
 

 BHP Billiton's copper output rose by 4% quarter-on-quarter 404,000 tonnes of copper in the 
September quarter, which was also up, it reported. 

 
 
 
 

 

DISCLAIMER: This material has been prepared by ER-B AKIR for information purposes only and has no regar d to the specific 
investment objectives, financial situation or parti cular needs of any specific recipient. The material  is based on information 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Howe ver, ER-BAKIR makes no guarantee of its accuracy an d completeness of 
factual or analytical data and is not responsible f or errors of transmission or reception, nor shall E R-BAKIR be liable for 
damages arising out of any person’s reliance upon t his information.  
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